FEATURES & BENEFITS

PlugTail® Hospital Grade USB Charging Receptacles provide the convenience of mobile charging – without the need for a bulky AC adapter. This device is a perfect match for the constant needs of today’s mobile environment and is rugged enough to withstand hard-use commercial applications. It comes equipped with two UL Fed Spec AC receptacles and two USB charging ports for mobile devices – one Type-A port and one Type-C port for newer products. An efficient, 15.5W power supply provides ample power needed for charging mobile phones and tablets. The PlugTail termination provides a more productive, secure, and safer installation and allows you to connect with the future of wiring device innovations.

For detailed PlugTail® information, visit our PlugTail Headquarters.

RoHS

- **AC receptacles are tamper resistant as standard** – patented shutter system prevents improper insertion of foreign objects
- **Efficient, 15.5W power supply** for fast charging of mobile phones and tablets
- **Triple-wipe, brass line contacts** for 20A commercial applications
- Multiple color options available
- **Zinc-plated steel** for corrosion resistance
- **5Vdc Type-C USB port** to charge USB Type-C compatible mobile devices
- **PlugTail termination** allows for more productive, finger-safe installation and added future flexibility
- **Stainless steel auto-ground clips** assure positive ground
- Available in 15 & 20A, Specification Grade and Hospital Grade configurations

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: Ivory
Available Colors: Brown, White, Light Almond, Black, Gray, Red
Type: Duplex PlugTail Receptacles
PLUGTAIL® HOSPITAL GRADE 20A USB CHARGING RECEPTACLES, IVORY
PTTR20HACUSBI | Pass & Seymour

PlugTail Hospital Grade USB Charging Receptacles provide the convenience of mobile charging – without the need for a bulky AC adapter. This device is a perfect match for the constant needs of today's mobile environment and is rugged enough to withstand hard-use commercial applications. It comes equipped with two UL Fed Spec AC receptacles and two USB charging ports for mobile devices – one Type-A port and one Type-C port for newer products. An efficient, 15.5W power supply provides ample power needed for charging mobile phones and tablets. The PlugTail termination provides a more productive, secure, and safer installation and allows you to connect with the future of wiring device innovations.

For detailed PlugTail information, visit our PlugTail Headquarters.

AC receptacles are tamper resistant as standard – patented shutter system prevents improper insertion of foreign objects
Efficient, 15.5W power supply for fast charging of mobile phones and tablets
Triple-wipe, brass line contacts for 20A commercial applications
Multiple color options available
Zinc-plated steel for corrosion resistance
5Vdc Type-C USB port to charge USB Type-C compatible mobile devices
PlugTail termination allows for more productive, finger-safe installation and added future flexibility
Stainless steel auto-ground clips assure positive ground
Available in 15 & 20A, Specification Grade and Hospital Grade configurations

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
CSA Listing Info: C22.2 No. 42, C22.2 No. 230
CSA Standard: Yes
cULus: Yes
Federal Spec: Yes
UL Listing No: Complies with test requirements UL 498, UL 1312
UL Standard: Yes

DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): 1.45"
Height (US): 3.281"
Width (US): 0.69"

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 20A
Material: Thermoplastic
NEMA Configuration Number: 5-20R
NEMA Rating: Yes
Operating Temperature (Celsius): Maximum continuous +60°C, minimum -40°C without impact
Volts: 125V

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant